
8086 String Instructions
I'm trying to write a 8086 assembly program to concatenate two given strings. In order to do this,
I used a "REP MOVSB" instruction, but the program didn't work. Original 8086/8088 instruction
set MOVSB, Move byte from string to string. if (DF==0) *(byte*)DI++.

Page 1 8086 INSTRUCTION SET DATA TRANSFER
INSTRUCTIONS MOV CMPSB Compare string bytes until
end of string or until string bytes Page 22 LAHF.
To write an assembly language program to find the length of the given string. Tools: What are the
different machine level instruction codes of 8086 µP? 8086 μP Instruction Set. Repeats the
execution of string instruction LAHF – Load register AH with Flags AH = SF ZF ×× AF ××
XLAT – Translate Replace. Evolution of Microprocessor, Internal microprocessor (8086 to
Pentium) Machine Language: Data Transfer Instructions, Machine Language, String Instructions.
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In this page you may see string manipulation instructions in 8086 with
examples pdf related pages link And You're currently viewing a stripped
down version. formance and execute a superset of the 8086 and 88
instructions. The 80286 provides operations are provided by a special
class of string instructions.

The 8086 instruction set contains no-operand, single-operand, and two-
operand instructions. Except for string instructions that involve array
operations, 8086. Registers of the 8086/80286 CX – acts as a counter for
repeating or looping instructions. SI – Source Index – Used in string
movement instructions. 5. Intel's 8086 Microprocessor. The 8086µP is
manufactured using High performance Metal-Oxide the string
instructions to hold the destination data. 15 8 7 0.

in the program structure. ❖❖ Use machine
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control instructions (Flag Control) to modify
the flag bits. ❖❖ Use the string instructions to
reduce the size of the program.
In 8086 microprocessor BIU fetches the instructions and places in the
queue. and ES is used as the second operand in certain repeated string
operations. Give any four MISCELLANEOUS instructions in 16 bit
Microprocessor? NOP,HLT,ESP,INT 7. List few string instructions of
8086? REPE,REPZ, REPE CMPSB. ALP to perform non-overlapped
and overlapped block transfer (with and without string specific
instructions). Write 8086 ALP to perform string manipulation. Write an
8086 ALP to find LCM of 2, 16-bit unsigned numbers. 5. Write an 8086
ALP to print 'n' Fibonacci numbers. B. Programs using string instructions
1. Compare the 8085 instructions with 8086 instruction set. Teaching
Also, include the string instructions like LODS, STOS, MOVS, INS and
OUTS in the chart. As the most of the processor instructions use 16-bit
pointers the processor can the DI register references the ES segment in
string manipulation instructions.

length of string to print mov ecx,msg , arg2, pointer to string mov ebx,1 ,
arg1, unitialized space c: resd 1 , reserve a 32-bit word section.text ,
instructions.

Give any four string instructions? 20. Why string primitives are used?
PART-B. 1. (i)Explain the internal hardware architecture of 8086
microprocessor with neat.

8086 is the first 16-bit microprocessor from INTEL, released in the year
1978. It is a 40 pin DF- Direction Flag: This is used by string
manipulation instructions.

To write an assembly language program to find the length of the given



string. Programming using arithmetic, logical and bit manipulation
instructions of 8051.

12 W 9/2 8086 instructions: MOV with indexing, XCHG, ADD, SUB.
3.2, handout 24 W 8/3 8086 instructions: String instructions, CLD, STD,
MOVS. Handout. Some years later Intel came up with its 1st 16-bit
processors 8086. Intel 8086: The 8086 is a address in string manipulation
instructions. Segment Register. vi. Flag manipulation instruction vii. Shift
and rotate instruction viii. String instruction. 10. Mention the addressing
modes of the following 8086 instructions. Mov al. Instruction set of 8086
microprocessor8086 supports 6 types of instructionsData Transfer
Instructions:Instructions that are String Manipulation Instructions :.

This 8086 Architecture Tutorial explains What is an instructionShift and
Rotate. What are the different string instructions of 8086? 2. What is the
difference between near and far procedure? 3. What is the difference
between macro. All internal register of 8086 is 1 bit and it has 16 bit data
line so it is called 16 bit microprocessor. I. Data Transfer (8086
instruction) String instruction:.
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indirect addressing, as well as a destination data addresses in string manipulation instructions.
Flag Registers. 1. The 16-bit flag register of 8086 contains 9.
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